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ESTUDIO DEL POTENCIAL SOLAR MEDIANTE LA APLICACIÓN DE LA METODOLOGÍA
gSolarRoof EN LOS POLÍGONOS INDUSTRIALES DE DON BENITO Y PLASENCIA
Martín Ávila, A.M.; Domínguez Bravo, J.; Ferrer Tebar, J.A.; Díaz Herrero, G.
84 pp., 83 Fig., 7 tbls, 19 ref.

Resumen:
El modelo gSolarRoof, desarrollado en el CIEMAT por el grupo de Tecnologías de la Información
Geográfica y Energías Renovables (gTIGER), es capaz de evaluar con gran precisión la superficie
potencial para el aprovechamiento solar en distintos tipos de edificios. A partir de la valoración de
la superficie, el modelo calcula también la potencia que se podría instalar, así como la energía que
se produciría en un año y las emisiones de CO2 que se podrían evitar.
gSolarRoof ha sido aplicado en el proyecto IDERCEXA en dos polígonos industriales de
Extremadura (España). Una de las principales novedades ha sido la adquisición de datos de alta
resolución con un dron. La gran resolución y enorme cantidad de datos han supuesto un enorme
reto para el análisis y tratamiento de la información. Esto ha supuesto un hito relevante tanto en
IDERCEXA como para la evolución del modelo gSolarRoof. Además, el proyecto incorpora
novedades en la evaluación del potencial solar para el calentamiento de agua y su
aprovechamiento industrial. También se ha desarrollado geoportal para consultar los resultados
del proyecto.
STUDY OF SOLAR POTENTIAL THROUGH THE APPLICATION OF THE gSolarRoof METHODOLOGY
IN THE DON BENITO AND PLASENCIA INDUSTRIAL ESTATES
Martín Ávila, A.M.; Domínguez Bravo, J.; Ferrer Tebar, J.A.; Díaz Herrero, G.
84 pp., 83 Fig., 7 tbls, 19 ref.

Abstract:
The gSolarRoof model, developed at CIEMAT by the Geographic Information Technologies and
Renewable Energies (gTIGER) group, is capable of assessing with great precision the potential
surface area for solar use in different types of buildings. Based on the assessment of the surface
area, the model also calculates the power that could be installed, as well as the energy that would
be produced in a year and the CO2 emissions that could be avoided.
gSolarRoof has been applied in the IDERCEXA project in two industrial estates in Extremadura
(Spain). One of the main innovations has been the acquisition of high-resolution data with a drone.
The high resolution and huge amount of data have posed a huge challenge for the analysis and
processing of the information. This has been an important milestone both for IDERCEXA and for
the evolution of the gSolarRoof model. In addition, the project incorporates new developments in
the evaluation of solar potential for water heating and its industrial use. A web site has also been
developed to consult the results of the project.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The IDERCEXA project has the purpose to help the development and innovation of the EUROACE
region (Alentejo and Centre in Portugal and Extremadura in Spain) through the implementation
and dissemination of renewable technologies that, with prototypes, expect to promote a
technological fabric that promotes the regional industry growth.
CIEMAT, as a partner of this consortium, has contributed its technological capabilities both
supporting regional companies and the development of these prototypes. In this sense, below we
present the work developed by the Geographic Information Technologies and Renewable Energies
Group (gTIGER) of CIEMAT within the activities of this organization in the framework of the
IDERCEXA project.
If we observe the zoning of any urban area, we can see that the areas with the greatest potential
for exploiting their roofs to use solar energy are shopping centres, industrial estates, and service
and equipment areas (schools, hospitals, etc.). The object of this study is to evaluate the solar
photovoltaic and thermal potential of two industrial estates by the application of gSolarRoof
geographic model developed by CIEMAT. For this analysis have been selected the industrial
estates of Don Benito (Badajoz) and Plasencia (Cáceres) in the autonomous community of
Extremadura.
This study is included in the gSolarRoof project aimed at the implementation of geographic models
to evaluate the capacity of urban areas to incorporate renewable energies and specifically the use
of solar energy, as part of urban planning. Therefore, the project relies on both, the analytical
capacity that geographic information technologies have shown and high-resolution data to define
surfaces through the use of UAS (Unmanned Aerial System) commonly known as drones.
In addition to the images taken with UAS, the information necessary for the project has been
obtained from geographic databases available in different national and regional official services.
The study is based on generating a three-dimensional model of the industrial estates from which
the analysis of the solar potential is carried out by applying the gSolarRoof model, developed with
the ArcGIS software. The model assesses the surfaces available for solar installations on each roof,
the incident radiation, the power potential that could be installed and the energy that would be
obtained throughout the year.
For the dissemination of the project results, a web map is used as support where a series of maps
with the results can be displayed, facilitating the access to data and detailed information on the
industrial buildings.
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2 CHARACTERISATION OF THE STUDY AREA
2.1 DON BENITO INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
Don Benito is a town placed in the north of the Badajoz province and is part of the Las Vegas Altas
community, 96 km from the capital of the province. The industrial estate, with an area of 343 ha,
is located at latitude 38° 57' 56.44" North and longitude 5° 21' 7.06" West. It is located in a
primarily flat area near the Guadiana river, that flows from north to west of the urban centre. The
town has access to the EX-A2 highway that connects Don Benito with the south-west highway A-5
(see figure 1).

Figure 1.

Location of Don Benito industrial estate.

Don Benito presents the typical characteristics of regions with a Mediterranean climate. The
average annual temperature is 16.4 °C and the annual precipitation is 477 mm. During the summer
the temperatures are high, being in these warmer months the maximum average temperature of
34 °C and sometimes can exceed 40 °C. In the winter months, with average minimum of 3 - 4 °C,
temperatures tend to drop below 0 °C around 25 days per year (AEMET, 2020). At ground level,
the average annual radiation exceeds the 1,800 kWh/m2.
The municipality has a population of 37,151 (INE, 2019). Economic activity, favoured by its position
as the main town in the region, is dominated by the service sector with a fairly developed retail
and wholesale dedicated to food and beverages, agricultural raw materials, textiles or building.
Besides, it has facilities for the commercial and business promotion such as the FEVALExtremadura Fair Institution where organize congresses, fairs and exhibitions.
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The agricultural sector is important in the municipality. Due to it is close to the Guadiana and
Ortiga rivers, irrigated agricultural exploitation has been promoted in the area, although other
areas of the municipality are also dedicated to extensive non-irrigated crops and livestock in the
pasture. However, related to agriculture is the industrial sector such as, the fruit concentrate
industry, rice factories, the transformation of cereal into feed or cooperatives that select fruit for
distribution. The agricultural sector has been the base of the industrial development of the
municipality that has been expanding with new companies settled in the area (see Figure2).

Figure 2
2020).

Companies and workers by sector of economic activity (September 2020) of Don Benito (IEEX,

2.2 PLASENCIA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
Plasencia is a city in the north of Cáceres province placed at the entrance to the Jerte Valley, 68
km from the capital of the province. The industrial estate, with an area of 257 ha, is located at
latitude 40° 0' 22.20" North and longitude 6° 6' 44.78" West. It is located in an area in the
southwest of the urban centre and with access to the North de Extremadura (EX-A1) and Ruta de
la Plata (A-66) motorways (see Figure 3).
Plasencia presents the characteristics of Mediterranean and continental climates. The average
annual temperature is 15.9 °C and the precipitation is 711 mm. During the summer the average
maximum temperature is 34 °C in the hottest month, although they can exceed 40 °C. However, in
the winter months, the temperatures with average minimums of 3 - 4 °C also fall below 0 °C
around 23 days per year (AEMET, 2020). Just us the Don Benito industrial estate, it has good
annual radiation that can exceed on average 1,800 kWh/m2.
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Figure 3.

Location of Plasencia industrial estate.

The municipality has a population of 39,913 (INE, 2019). The main economic activity is related to
the service sector with a commercial and tourist activity strengthened by being the largest city in
the north of Extremadura and being surrounded by several communities. The city has a campus
with several faculties of the Extremadura University and the Department for Ecological and
Mountain Agriculture (CAEM) is located there. In the industrial sector, stand out the food industry,
manufacture of metal for construction, wood industry and manufacture of furniture (see Figure 4).

Figure 4.
2020).

Companies and workers by sector of economic activity (September 2020) of Plasencia (IEEX,
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3 INPUT DATA
In the development of the study, it was necessary to have information from two main sources, the
geographic databases of official organizations with free access and the information provided by
the photogrammetric flights carried out for this project of the industrial estates by UAS.
From the different data sources review, the following layers of information have been obtained:
 Point clouds: These files are basic to perform the analysis of the solar potential of buildings
and form the three-dimensional model of industrial estates. Two types of point clouds have
been used in this work:
- LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging): They correspond to the LIDAR project of the
National Plan for Aerial Orthophotography (PNOA) provided by the Spanish National
Geographic Institute (IGN). The LIDAR files are in LAZ format (LAS files version 1.2
compressed) and have been classified in buildings, vegetation (high, medium and low)
and terrain. Furthermore, point clouds also include colour (RGB) or infrared (IRC) (see
Table 1).
LIDAR DATA

FIRST COVERAGE

SECOND COVERAGE

Coordinate System

ETRS 1989 UTM Zone 29N

ETRS 1989 UTM Zone 30N

2010

2018

0,5 points/m²

1 point/m²

2 x 2 km
Plasencia. Flight zone of
Extremadura (Lote8_EXT)
Don Benito. Flight zone of
Extremadura (Lote9_EXT)

2 x 2 km

Year
Point density
Area
Files

Table 1.

Don Benito  Flight zone of

Extremadura - South (EXT-S)

LIDAR data (IGN, 2020).

- Photogrammetry: UAS flight carried out by AZIMUT S.L. for this project in 2020. The point
clouds have been generated with Pix4D, a photogrammetry software for drone mapping.
The files obtained are in LAS format (version 1.2) with a resolution of 1 point/4 cm, the
coordinate system is WGS 1984 UTM (Don Benito - zone 30 and Plasencia - zone 29) and
they also include colour (RGB).


Orthophotos: In order to have an aerial perspective of the industrial estates of both
municipalities, we have used the series of orthophotos of the PNOA corresponding to the
years 2010 to 2019 (IGN, 2020) with a resolution between 25 and 50 cm. Furthermore,
from the images obtained with the UAS flight, orthophotos of the polygons have been
calculated at the maximum resolution of 4 cm. The images have been used as a guide to
delineate the study area, examine the buildings, and marry out a detailed review of the
rooftops for data preparation.
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Sun position data: The Solar Energy Services for Professionals (SoDa) web service (MINES
Paris Tech and Transvalor, 2020) offers a catalogue of links and map services related to
solar radiation and meteorological information. One of the services available in the
astronomy section is Solar Geometry 2 (SG-2) for calculating the position of the sun,
necessary to establish which the shaded areas of the rooftops are. In this website, selecting
a location the solar position is obtained. For each industrial estate the data corresponding
to 2020 and have a time interval of 30 minutes.



Monthly solar radiation data: The ADRASE web (CIEMAT, 2020) allows you to consult and
download data for the whole of Spain of the monthly averages of horizontal global solar
radiation with a resolution of 5 km. This information is necessary to calculate the
atmospheric parameters for the determination of solar radiation with a better adjust to its
monthly variations throughout the year.



Distribution of buildings: One of the layers of information used is the location and boundary
of buildings. The General Management of Cadastre (2020) has a service for downloading
cartography in vector format of the cadastre. It can be obtained data on the distribution of
the parcel, cadastre references, boundary of buildings, construction elements located in
each parcel and public data associated with the cadastre plots such as the uses of the
buildings. As a complement to this information we have also used the cartography of the
Extremadura Spatial Data Infrastructure (Junta de Extremadura, 2020).



Protected buildings or monuments: Situation of buildings with some category of patrimonial
protection that could be included in the area of industrial estates (Ayuntamiento Benito,
2020; Ayuntamiento Plasencia, 2020).



Monthly temperature data: The State Meteorological Agency (AEMET, 2020) provides data
series and general climatological information from its meteorological stations. This type of
data can also be accessed through the ‘Climate Atlas Viewer’ which includes temperature
and precipitation data. This viewer generates a report with the data selected for an
autonomous community, provinces, municipalities or other territorial unit, setting a
location on the map.
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4 METHODOLOGY
The study of the solar potential of the industrial estates has been developed in three main phases
that include a photogrammetric flight of the industrial estates, the previous treatment of all the
information and the geographic analysis by applying the gSolarRoof model for the analysis of the
solar potential of buildings (see Figure 5).

Figure 5.

General methodology workflow.

4.1 PHOTOGRAMMETRIC FLIGHT
The photogrammetric flights of both industrial estates have been carried out with UAS by the
company AZIMUT Topografía y drones S.L. who has carried out the following tasks:


Flight planning for each industrial estate detailing the number of missions (17 in Don
Benito and 16 in Plasencia) and the covered area, their duration, flight parameters, number
of photos and precision, overlap and camera settings.
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Location of the support and control points taken in field with a precision GPS necessary to
adequately georeference the drones flights and collate the results obtained in the data
layers generated from the photographs. They have placed the topographic position of 66
points in Don Benito and 49 points in Plasencia (Appendix I).



UAS flight following the routes planned for each mission to obtain photographs (2,117 in
Don Benito and 2,319 in Plasencia).



Image processing to generate the data files required by the model: point clouds,
orthophotos and digital surface model (DSM) with a resolution of 4 cm (APPENDIX II and
APPENDIX III). The processing data has been prepared using Pix4d software (see Figure 6 to
Figure 9).

4.2 INFORMATION PROCESSING
 Before the analysis of the geographic model, it is important to prepare the point clouds,
create the data layers, and provide them with the appropriate format according to the data
structure established for input to the gSolarRoof model. The information processing
method includes the following basic steps:Prepare the data layers and tables (limits of
industrial estates, distribution of buildings, data of the sun position, temperatures, etc.).
From the set of information collected, only the data used in the analysis are selected and
the structure, georeference and format necessary to run the model are assigned.


Review the point clouds and identify and correct any errors that may present, always
preserving the form of the elements surfaces defined by the points. In the process of
editing these files, duplicate or redundant points are removed to reduce the size of the
files by suppressing unnecessary points. The noise generated by erroneous points whose
position does not conform to those of their environment is eliminated too. It is also
checked whether the definition of the relevant elements such as buildings, vegetation and
land surface are adjusted to the resolution of the point clouds.



Create a database where all the information previously treated is ordered following the
specific data model of gSolarRoof. The design of the database will allow connect spatial
data of various formats, providing a global view of the area. The design of the database will
allow later in the analysis to relate spatial data of various formats, providing a joint vision
of the area.

17

Figure 6. Point clouds from the photogrammetric flight. Don Benito
industrial estate.

Figure 8. Point clouds from the photogrammetric flight. Plasencia
industrial estate.

Figure 7. Orthophoto from the photogrammetric flight. Don Benito
industrial estate.

Figure 9. Orthophoto from the photogrammetric flight. Plasencia
industrial estate.
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4.3 GEOGRAPHICAL MODEL FOR THE ANALYSIS OF SOLAR POTENTIAL
In CIEMAT's gSolarRoof geographic model (Martín et al., 2016) the variables that will determine
the solar potential of industrial estates are defined, analysing which are the appropriate locations
for solar modules and energy generation, according to solar radiation in the zone. It has been
designed with ModelBuider application of ArcGIS software to create and manage these types of
models. The workflows implemented in gSolarRoof have required to be updated and modified for
the case of the industrial estates. The main functions included in this project are the following:


Generate a DSMS of the industrial estates from the point clouds files to have a threedimensional representation of the urban areas. The DSM characterize the dimensions of
the buildings, the shape of the rooftops and the distribution of the elements located in the
urban environment. Depending on the point clouds density, several tests have been
performed with the precisions of 1 m, 50 cm and 20 cm.



Analysis of the orientation and inclination of the rooftops. In photovoltaics, a maximum
inclination of 60° is considered with energy losses of 40 % for the solar radiation use
compared to the optimal position of the rooftops (south). In thermal, a maximum
inclination of 90° and an orientation according to the east - south - west position has been
defined.



Delimit a perimeter access zone around the rooftops of the contour of the roofs, including
the delimitation of the different sections that make up the buildings. The area of each
building unit defines the width of the assigned strip (between 0.5 m and 1 m).



Identify buildings with unique characteristics that partly or totally exclude them from the
installation of solar modules, such as protected buildings for their heritage value, state of
ruin, in process of construction, without information, etc. (see table 2).
BUILDING

Table 2.

BUILDING SECTION

Protected building

Modified section

Building under construction

State of ruin section

State of ruin

Section without information

Modified building

Glazed rooftop

Not buidt

Solar modules installed

Building without information

Unbuilt section

Demolished building

Demolished section

Classification of unique buildings.



Review of wooded areas close to buildings and rule out those sections of the rooftops that
are covered by trees.



Analysis of the rooftops shading to take advantage of the central hours of the day with
greatest solar radiation. ArcGIS software has a tool for calculating the shading for a
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position of the sun at any given time of day and year. The analysis is carried out for the
whole year, taking into account the distribution of the buildings in the industrial estate, the
trees or any other shading element of the urban area. Shadow maps are calculated for
each day of the year in a central time-slot of the day (see table 3).
MONTH

Table 3.

HOURS

February - March - April

10:30 / 11:00 / 12:00 / 13:00 / 13:30

May - June - July

10:00 / 11:00 / 12:00 / 13:00 / 14:00

August - September - October

10:30 / 11:00 / 12:00 / 13:00 / 13:30

November - Dicember - Jaunary

11:00 / 12:00 / 13:00

Time-slot to calculate shading.



Determine the useful rooftops area of the buildings for solar installations by selecting the
areas that due to their position (inclination and orientation) would have a better use of
solar radiation, avoiding shadows at certain times of the day, are not covered by trees and
have access to facilities. In the available area, a differentiation has also been made
between flat and sloping rooftops.



Calculate the solar radiation that annually affects the rooftops using the tool 'Solar
radiation of areas' of the ArcGIS software. This tool needs a DSM to include the diversity of
shapes rooftops of the industrial buildings and the configuration of the atmospheric
parameters that influence in the variation of radiation throughout the year (Martín and
Domínguez, 2019).



Evaluate the power potential and annual electrical energy production (Defaix et al., 2012)
with photovoltaic modules of the types 'Monocrystalline Silicon' (Viessmann, 2016) and
'Multicrystalline Silicon' (Canadian Solar, 2017).



Calculate the annual energy production taking as reference several use temperatures (40
C, 70 C and 90 C) with thermal solar collectors of the types 'Vacuum tube' , 'Selective
plane' and 'Non-selective plane' (IDAE and ASIT, 2020).



Determine the annual CO2 emissions in atmosphere saved with the generated solar energy
generated in relation to conventional electricity for photovoltaics and the used fuel
(natural gas) to generate thermal solar energy (IDAE, 2014).



Joint each building with the results obtained of all the parameters calculated in the model
for photovoltaic and thermal solar energy, following the distribution of buildings defined
by the cadastre parcel (see figures 10-15).
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Figure 10

Rooftop orientation. Don Benito industrial estate.

Figure 11. Shaded areas. Don Benito industrial estate.

Figure 12. Annual global solar irradiation. Don Benito industrial estate.
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Figure 13. Rooftop orientation. Plasencia industrial estate.

Figure 14. Shaded areas. Plasencia industrial estate.

Figure 15. Annual global solar irradiation. Plasencia industrial estate.
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5 GLOBAL RESULTS FOR THE INDUSTRIAL ESTATES
As results of the study of the solar potential with the gSolarRoof model, data of 720 cadastre plots
have been obtained from Don Benito municipality. The total built area is 616,585 m² that
representing the 18 % urbanized of the industrial estate surface. The 3 % of the total studied
buildings do not adjust to the criteria established to be classified a useful surface for the
installation of photovoltaic modules. Also the 4 % of the buildings do not have an available surface
where to place thermal collectors. The percentage of capture potential surface respect to the
building surface reaches 58.79 % for photovoltaic and 33.36 % for thermal (see Figure 16).

Figure 16. Distribution of buildings depending on to the rooftop area available for Don Benito industrial
estate.

In relation to Plasencia industrial estate, data of 716 cadastre plots have been obtained with a
total built area of 611,979 m² that representing the 24% urbanized of the industrial estate. The 1%
of the total analysed buildings do not adjust to the criteria for the installation of photovoltaic
modules and thermal collectors. The percentage of capture potential surface respect to the
building surface reaches 65.55 % for photovoltaic and 36.89% for thermal (see Figure 17).

Figure 17. Distribution of buildings depending on the rooftop area available for Plasencia industrial
estate.
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The global results of the industrial estates for the different technologies of photovoltaic modules
and thermal collectors are summarized in the tables 4 to 7.

Monocrystalline silicon

POTENTIAL
POWER (MWp)
45.01

ANNUAL
ENERGY
60.63

ANNUAL CO2
EMISSIONS SAVED
20.07

Multicrystalline silicon

41.78

56.27

18.63

PHOTOVOLTAIC MODULES

Table 4.

Photovoltaic: Summary of total results of Don Benito industrial estate.

THERMAL SOLAR
COLLECTORS

Table 5.

TEMPERATURE

ANNUAL ENERGY
GENERATED (GWh)

ANNUAL CO2
EMISSIONS SAVED (T)

Vacuum tube

90 °C

58.58

14.76

Vacuum tube

70 °C

103.28

26.03

Vacuum tube

40 °C

165.09

41.60

Selective flat plate

90 °C

12.20

3.08

Selective flat plate

70 °C

58.79

14.82

Selective flat plate

40 °C

150.20

37.85

Nonselective flat plate

90 °C

0.00

0.00

Nonselective flat plate

70 °C

0.09

24.00

Nonselective flat plate

40 °C

97.88

24.67

Thermal: Summary of total results of Don Benito industrial estate.

Monocrystalline silicon

POTENTIAL
POWER (MWp)
46.47

ANNUAL
ENERGY
57.00

ANNUAL CO2
EMISSIONS SAVED
18.87

Multicrystalline silicon

43.13

52.91

17.51

PHOTOVOLTAIC MODULES

Table 6.

Photovoltaic: Summary of total results of Plasencia industrial estate.

THERMAL SOLAR
COLLECTORS

Table 7.

TEMPERATURE

ANNUAL ENERGY
GENERATED (GWh)

ANNUAL CO2
EMISSIONS SAVED (T)

Vacuum tube

90 °C

52.44

13.22

Vacuum tube

70 °C

95.29

24.01

Vacuum tube

40 °C

154.89

39.03

Selective flat plate

90 °C

10.32

2.60

Selective flat plate

70 °C

52.27

13.17

Selective flat plate

40 °C

139.11

35.06

Nonselective flat plate

90 °C

0.00

0.00

Nonselective flat plate

70 °C

0.00

0.00

Nonselective flat plate

40 °C

89.82

22.64

Thermal: Summary of total results of Plasencia industrial estate.

As these are industrial estates, the buildings with high energy generation rates are considerable
due to the characteristic large dimensions of these rooftops. The generally homogeneous surfaces
and without too many elements such as antennas, chimneys or skylights, makes them suitable for
solar installations. The morphology and location of the roofs influences the energy that may be
24

generated. However, although the industrial buildings had enough rooftops surface to consider
the use, it is always necessary to take into account that the rooftop structure is adequate to
support the installation of these systems. This work has not had access to detailed information of
the buildings and the special feature of structure and materials, so that some areas may not be
suitable for this type of facility.
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6 GEOWEB FOR SESTTING OUT THE RESULTS
For the display of the information, a web map viewer has been created to host the maps with the
results of the project. In the geoweb, users can make queries, view buildings data and share
information in a simple way.

Figure 18. Geoweb gSolarRoof for industrial estates (CIEMAT, 2020).

Although there are different websites to upload geographic data on internet, we have selected the
application ArcGIS Online (related to the software used with the model) to publish the results in
the gSolarRool ‘Industrial Estates’ geoweb.
This application allows us to generate online maps by uploading the data layers and assigning
them the appropriate format for viewing. In addition, it facilitates customizing the layout of the
viewer by configuring the tools, pop-up, drop-down menus and query buttons to access the
information, move around the map and perform searches (for more information about how it
works, see Appendix IV).
Among the data generated by the model, the information layers included in the web map are the
following:


Provincial and municipal administrative limits.



Limits of the industrial estates of Don Benito and Plasencia.



Layout of buildings according to cadastre plots.



Photovoltaic: Available surface (m²).



Photovoltaic: Potential power (kWp).
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Photovoltaic: Annual energy generated (MWh).



Photovoltaic: Annual CO2 emissions saved (T).



Thermal: Available surface (m²).



Thermal: Annual energy generated (MWh) for the temperatures of 40 C, 70 C and 90 C.



Thermal: Annual CO2 emissions saved (T) for the temperatures of 40 C, 70 C and 90 C.



Annual global solar irradiation (kWh / m²).



Updated orthoimages of the industrial estates.

Finally, to complete the information of the gSolarRoolf geoweb, a compilation of all the results has
been prepared in an Atlas (APPENDIX V and APPENDIX VI ).
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APPENDIX I. CONTROL POINTS

Figure A 1.

Distribution of the control points in Don Benito industrial estate.

Figure A 2

Distribution of the control points in Plasencia industrial estate.
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APPENDIX II. QUALITY REPORT OF DON BENITO
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APPENDIX III. QUALITY REPORT OF PLASENCIA
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APPENDIX IV. GEOWEB GSOLARROOF USER MANUAL
This guide describes the working of the geoweb of the project that provides users access to
information about solar energy through search, visualization and navigation tools on a map.
In the geoweb, users can consult data related to each building of the industrial estates of the
municipalities of Plasencia and Don Benito, considering the cadastre plot as the basic unit of
representation. In its design, an attempt has been made to present a simple and easy to
understand interface that includes the following functionalities:
 Pop-ups.
 Control widget.
 Utilities widget.
 Depolyable widget.

POP-UPS
Pop-ups are generated by selecting any building on the map and show its basic data with a brief
description of its characteristics in an attachment pdf file that can be downloaded.

Figure A 3

Pop-ups of buildings.

CONTROL WIDGET
ADDRESS SEARCH
Allows users to search for locations by addresses on the map. Being an international search
system, you must specify the municipality corresponding to the address.
When the name of a location is entered in the search box, suggestions for different locations
appear as in any address search system.
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Figure A 4

Widget ‘Address search’.

A pop-up appears at the location in that position with the available information.

Figure A 5.

Result widget ‘Address search’.

ZOOM SLIDER
Buttons to zoom in (+) or zoom out (-) the map view.

Figure A 6.

Widget ‘Zoom slider’.

To control the zoom in the map display it is also possible to use the mouse wheel. Additionally,
you can press and hold the 'Shift' key and drag a box on the map.
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You use the arrow keys to pan around the map. Another way to scroll is to hold down the mouse
and drag.
HOME BUTTON
Sets the view to the extent of the initial map.

Figure A 7

Widget ‘Home button’.

MY LOCATION
If the computer has GPS, the system detects its location and zooms by centring the map view on
that position.

Figure A 8.

Widget ‘My location’.

FULL SCREEN
Using full screen mode to view the map. To exit this view and recover the previous situation, use
the button or press the 'Esc' key.
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Figure A 9

Widget ‘Full screen’.

EXTENT NAVIGATE
Browse the map recovering the extent of the previous views, moving forward and backward
through all those that have been previously viewed.

Figure A 10

Widget ‘Extent navigate’.

OVERVIEW MAP
Drop-down button that shows the position and extent of the visible window, at any time as a
rectangle within the general view of the map. It allows its movement to modify the position of the
current view.
To expand the image, use the maximize icon

Figure A 11

and to hide the map overview, select the icon

Widget ‘Overview map’.
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.

UTILITIES WIDGET
BOOKMARK INDUSTRIAL ESTATES
Displays a list with the industrial estates defined on the map. Where one of them is selected the
view centres the map on its location.

Figure A 12

Widget ‘Bookmark industrial estate’.

BASEMAP GALLERY
It presents a set of basemaps and allows the user to change it for one that suits them best. The
map represents physical maps or satellite images to road maps.

Figure A 13

Widget ‘Basemap gallery’.

MEASUREMENT
Measure the area of a polygon, the length of a line, or find the coordinates of a point:
1.

Area measurement
: Select the area measurement icon, and then draw a polygon on
the map. To finish drawing the polygon, double click. You can change the area units in the
drop-down menu.
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2.

Distance measurement
: Select the distance measurement icon, then draw a line on
the map with two or more points. To finish drawing the line, double click. Distance units
can be changed in the drop-down menu.

3.

Point measurement
: Select the location measurement icon, and then mark a point on
the map. The coordinates of the point are displayed in degrees. You can change the
coordinate display format to degrees / minutes / seconds from the drop-down menu.

Figure A 14

Widget ´Measurement’.

'Delete' is to remove from the map the measurements.
SWIPE
This is a slider that allows you to compare two layers displayed simultaneously on the map.

Figure A 15

Widget ‘Swipe’.

Always compare the visible marked layer with the one immediately below it. In order for the layers
to be displayed correctly, in the drop-down window that is generated when the application is run,
the top layer currently visible must be selected.
Once activated, slide the tool to show the contents of the visible layers of the map.
Select the ‘Swipe’ icon to disable it.
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PRINT
Allows the users to print the current map view with different image formats:
1. Select the ‘Map title’, ‘Design’ and ‘Format’ for the map you want to export. The
MAP_ONLY format shows the map on print but not additional information such as the title
or legend.
2. In the 'Advanced' tab there is a menu with the printing options to set the scale, author and
quality of the printing.
3. After setting the map options, when the printing process is complete, the map can be
downloaded.
4. Once the printing is finished, it is possible to remove the printing history in the "Delete
printing" tab.

Figure A 16

Widget ‘Print’.

DROP-DOWN BUTTONS
LEGEND
Shows the legend corresponding to the layers visible at all times.

Figure A 17. Widget ‘Legend’.
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LAYER LIST
Shows the information layers. Checking or unchecking the box of each layer can make them visible
or not.

Figure A 18. Widget ‘Layer list’.

By marking each of the layers its symbology is shown and using the drop-down menu they are
activated and expanded.

Figure A 19. Drop-down of widget ‘Layer list’.

Using the drop-down menu of each layer with the icon (···), options appear to zoom in on the layer
in the map view, modify the transparency of the colour and move them up or down in the list.

Figure A 20. Drop-down options of a layer.
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HELP
User manual with a brief description of the operation of the tools, buttons and pop-up.

Figure A 21. Widget ‘Help’.
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APPENDIX V. THEMATIC MAPS OF DON BENITO INDUSTRIAL ESTATE

Figure A 22. Photovoltaic: Available surface of rooftop. Don Benito.
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Figure A 23. Photovoltaic: Potential power (Monocrystalline silicon module). Don Benito.
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Figure A 24. Photovoltaic: Potential power (Multicrystalline silicon module). Don Benito.
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Figure A 25. Photovoltaic: Annual energy generated (Monocrystalline silicon module). Don Benito.
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Figure A 26. Photovoltaic: Annual energy generated (Multicrystalline silicon module). Don Benito.
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Figure A 27. Photovoltaic: Annual CO2 emissions saved (Monocrystalline silicon module). Don Benito.
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Figure A 28. Photovoltaic: Annual CO2 emissions saved (Multicrystalline silicon module). Don Benito.
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Figure A 29. Thermal: Available surface of rooftop. Don Benito.
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Figure A 30. Thermal: Annual energy generated (Vacuum tube collector) at the temperature of 40 °C. Don Benito.
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Figure A 31. Thermal: Annual energy generated (Vacuum tube collector) at the temperature of 70 °C. Don Benito.
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Figure A 32. Thermal: Annual energy generated (Vacuum tube collector) at the temperature of 90 °C. Don Benito.
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Figure A 33. Thermal: Annual energy generated (Selective flat plate collector) at the temperature of 40 °C. Don Benito.
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Figure A 34. Thermal: Annual energy generated (Selective flat plate collector) at the temperature of 70 °C. Don Benito.
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Figure A 35. Thermal: Annual energy generated (Selective flat plate collector) at the temperature of 90 °C. Don Benito.
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Figure A 36. Thermal: Annual energy generated (Nonselective flat plate collector) at the temperature of 40 °C. Don Benito.
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Figure A 37. Thermal: Annual CO2 emissions saved (Vacuum tube collector) at the temperature of 40 °C. Don Benito.
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Figure A 38. Thermal: Annual CO2 emissions saved (Vacuum tube collector) at the temperature of 70 °C. Don Benito.
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Figure A 39. Thermal: Annual CO2 emissions saved (Vacuum tube collector) at the temperature of 90 °C. Don Benito.
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Figure A 40. Thermal: Annual CO2 emissions saved (Selective flat plate collector) at the temperature of 40 °C. Don Benito.
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Figure A 41. Thermal: Annual CO2 emissions saved (Selective flat plate collector) at the temperature of 70 °C. Don Benito.
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Figure A 42. Thermal: Annual CO2 emissions saved (Selective flat plate collector) at the temperature of 90 °C. Don Benito.
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Figure A 43. Thermal: Annual CO2 emissions saved (Nonselective flat plate collector) at the temperature of 40 °C. Don Benito.
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APPENDIX VI. THEMATIC MAPS OF PLASENCIA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE

Figure A 44. Photovoltaic: Available surface of rooftop. Plasencia.
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Figure A 45. Photovoltaic: Potential power (Monocrystalline silicon module). Plasencia.
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Figure A 46. Photovoltaic: Potential power (Multicrystalline silicon module). Plasencia.
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Figure A 47. Photovoltaic: Annual energy generated (Monocrystalline silicon module). Plasencia.
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Figure A 48. Photovoltaic: Annual energy generated (Multicrystalline silicon module). Plasencia.
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Figure A 49. Photovoltaic: Annual CO2 emissions saved (Monocrystalline silicon module). Plasencia.
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Figure A 50. Photovoltaic: Annual CO2 emissions saved (Multicrystalline silicon module). Plasencia.
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Figure A 51. Thermal: Available surface of rooftop. Plasencia.
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Figure A 52. Thermal: Annual energy generated (Vacuum tube collector) at the temperature of 40 °C. Plasencia.
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Figure A 53. Thermal: Annual energy generated (Vacuum tube collector) at the temperature of 70 °C. Plasencia.
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Figure A 54. Thermal: Annual energy generated (Vacuum tube collector) at the temperature of 90 °C. Plasencia.
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Figure A 55. Thermal: Annual energy generated (Selective flat plate collector) at the temperature of 40 °C. Plasencia.
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Figure A 56. Thermal: Annual energy generated (Selective flat plate collector) at the temperature of 70 °C. Plasencia.
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Figure A 57. Thermal: Annual energy generated (Selective flat plate collector) at the temperature of 90 °C. Plasencia.
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Figure A 58. Thermal: Annual energy generated (Nonselective flat plate collector) at the temperature of 40 °C. Plasencia.
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Figure A 59. Thermal: Annual CO2 emissions saved (Vacuum tube collector) at the temperature of 40 °C. Plasencia.
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Figure A 60. Thermal: Annual CO2 emissions saved (Vacuum tube collector) at the temperature of 70 °C. Plasencia.
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Figure A 61. Thermal: Annual CO2 emissions saved (Vacuum tube collector) at the temperature of 90 °C. Plasencia.
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Figure A 62. Thermal: Annual CO2 emissions saved (Selective flat plate collector) at the temperature of 40 °C. Plasencia.
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Figure A 63. Thermal: Annual CO2 emissions saved (Selective flat plate collector) at the temperature of 70 °C. Plasencia.
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Figure A 64. Thermal: Annual CO2 emissions saved (Selective flat plate collector) at the temperature of 90 °C. Plasencia.
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Figure A 65. Thermal: Annual CO2 emissions saved (Nonselective flat plate collector) at the temperature of 40 °C. Plasencia.
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